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Abstract

This report considers how the Ritt algorithm can be used for �nding

sliding mode controllers for di�erent kinds of system descriptions� For

a�ne SISO systems it is shown how the algorithm can be used when the

relative degree is �� For systems with higher relative degree the situation

is more complicated� For generalized state space descriptions the fact that

the Ritt algorithm can be used for testing if an element is di�erentially

primitive is noted�
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� Introduction

Using concepts from di�erential algebra to �nd sliding mode controllers is some�
thing that has only been studied in the last couple of years� As references on the
subject can be mentioned� e�g�� ��	� �
�� However� as yet have not the possible
use of one of the main tools of di�erential algebra� namely the Ritt algorithm�
been considered� In ��� a result is given which shows how this algorithm can
be used for calculating the zero dynamics� Since sliding mode control and the
concept of zero dynamics are closely related one might suspect that the Ritt
algorithm can be used in the sliding mode context also� The purpose of this
report is to investigate some of these possible relations� The report is organized
as follows� In section 	 we give the necessary de�nitions from commutative and
di�erential algebra� The main results are given in sections 
 and � were we
investigate how the Ritt algorithm can be used for ane and generalized state
space descriptions respectively� Finally in section � we give some concluding
remarks�

� Basic Algebraic Concepts

In this section we present some of the most basic concepts from commutative and
di�erential algebra that will be used in later sections� The purpose is basically

�



to display the notation�

��� Commutative Algebra

The theory in this section is collected from ��� where all proofs and also further
references to commutative algebra can be found� We begin by making a few
necessary de�nitions�

De�nition ���
A commutative ring consists of a set R and two binary operations ��� and ���
de�ned on R and such that�

�� �a� b� � c � a� �b� c� and �a � b� � c � a � �b � c� for all a� b� c � R�

�� a� b � b� a and a � b � b � a for all a� b � R�

	� a � �b� c� � a � b� a � c for all a� b� c � R�


� There are �� � � R such that a� � � a � � � a for all a � R�

�� Given a � R there is b � R such that a� b � ��

We also need the following�

De�nition ���
A �eld k is a commutative ring such that given a � k there is c � k such that
a � c � ��

The commutative ring that we will mostly work with here is k�x�� � � � � xn� which
denotes the set of all polynomials in the variables x�� � � � � xn with coecients
taken from the �eld k� Usually we will assume that k is the real numbers�

De�nition ���
A subset I of a commutative ring R is an ideal if it satis�es

�� � � I �

�� If a� b � I then a� b � I �

	� If a � I and b � R then b � a � I �

If we now set f�� � � � � f�n to be polynomials in a ring k�x�� � � � � xn� and introduce
the notation

hf�� � � � � f�ni �

�
�nX

i��

pifi � pi � k�x�� � � � � xn�� i � �� � � � � �n

�
���

we can note that hf�� � � � � f�ni is an ideal and it is called the ideal generated by
f�� � � � � f�n�

	



��� Di�erential algebra

Most of the theory presented in this section is gathered from �
� and the proofs
can be found either there or in the books ��� ���

The main di�erence between di�erential and commutative algebra is that we
add di�erentiation w�r�t� time� ���t� to the set of allowed operations�

De�nition ���
A di�erential �eld k is a �eld satisfying the conditions

� a � k�
�a

�t
� �a � k �	�

� a� b � k�
�

�t
�a� b� � �a� �b �
�

� a� b � k�
�

�t
�ab� � �ab� a�b ���

Here and in the sequel will the �dot� notation be used instead of ���t to denote
di�erentiation with respect to time� We also make a few more de�nitions re�
garding di�erential �elds whose relevance will become evident in a later section�

De�nition ���
If the di�erential �eld k is a subset of the di�erential �eld K then K is said to
be a di�erential extension �eld of k� This is denoted by K�k� With K being a
di�erential extension �eld of k and let � � K then the smallest di�erential �eld
containing k � � is then called the di�erential �eld obtained by adjoining � to
k and is denoted kh�i�

The reason for adding the di�erentiation is that we want to work with dif�
ferential polynomials� These di�erential polynomials belong to a set denoted by
kfx�� � � � � xng where k is the �di�erential� coecient �eld� A di�erential ideal is
denoted by �p�� � � � � pm� where pi � kfx�� � � � � xng��i and is de�ned as a commu�
tative ideal with the added condition that �p � �p�� � � � � pm� if p � �p�� � � � � pm��
Since we want to manipulate the di�erential polynomials in such a way that
we want to get simpler di�erential equations we must know what we mean by
simpler� We therefore introduce the notion of ranking of variables� A ranking is
an ordering of variables and their derivatives such that for two variables x and
y we have

x��� � x����� ���

x��� � y��� � x����� � y����� ���

where x��� denotes the ��th derivative of x w�r�t� time and 	 � �� Using this
we can rank a set of polynomials in the following manner� First we �nd the
derivative of a variable in each polynomial which has the highest ranking� This
one is called the leader of the polynomial� Any polynomial which has a leader
ranked higher than another polynomial is considered to have a higher ranking�
If two polynomials have the same leaders the one with the leader which is of
the highest power is ranked higher� This means that two polynomials with the
same leaders which are both of the same power are ranked equal�

We now introduce the concept of reducedness� Suppose that we have two
polynomials p and q and q has the leader x���� p is then said to be partially






reduced w�r�t� q if it contains no higher term than x��� and reduced w�r�t� q if it
is partially reduced and is of lower degree than q in x���� A set of polynomials
where all polynomials are reduced w�r�t� each other is said to be autoreduced�

We can now rank autoreduced sets of polynomials as follows where P �
fpig

n
i�� and Q � fqig

m
i�� are ordered sets of polynomials with the �rst element

being the lowest one�

� If k is the �rst index such that pk and qk is ranked di�erently then P is
ranked lower than Q if pk is ranked lower than qk and vice versa�

� If pk and qk are ranked equal for all k � min �n�m� then the set with most
elements is ranked lower�

Suppose now that we have a set � and let A be a lowest autoreduced set in
� then A is called a characteristic set of �� It is easily shown that every set of
polynomials have a characteristic set� An interesting property of a characteristic
set is the following�

Theorem ���
A is a characteristic set of � i� � contains no nonzero polynomial which is
reduced w�r�t� A�

Evidently a characteristic set describes the simplest form for a set of di�erential
polynomials� The question is then how to �nd a characteristic set� To do this we
must �rst know how to make a polynomial reduced w�r�t� a set of polynomials�
We must clearly have some way of describing the �coecients� of the leader�
There are two ways of de�ning these �coecients�� Suppose that x��� is the
leader of a di�erential polynomial p� The separant� Sp� of p is then de�ned as

Sp �
�p

�x���
���

On the other hand the initial� Ip� is the term of the polynomial such that

p � Ip�x
����k � �p ���

and �p is a di�erential polynomial ranked strictly lower than p�
Suppose now that we have a polynomial p which is not reduced w�r�t� an

autoreduced set of polynomials Q and we want to make p reduced w�r�t� Q� We
say that we want to �nd the remainder r of p w�r�t� Q which we denote by

r � remQ�p� ���

Using the separants and initials of the polynomials in Q it is now possible to
prove the following theorem�

Theorem ���
Suppose that a di�erential polynomial p has a remainder r w�r�t� an autoreduced
set Q� Then the following equality holdsY

qi�Q

S�iqi I
�i
qi
p � r � �Q� ����

for some 	i � � and �i � �� The remainder is also no higher than p�

�



What we want to do now is to �nd a characteristic set A for a di�erential ideal
��� where � � f
�� � � � � 
ng� To do this we use the following algorithm�

Algorithm ���
�� Find a characteristic set 	A of ��

�� If rem�A
�
� � � � 
 � � set A � 	A and stop�

	� Set � �� � � frg for some r � rem�A
�
� 	� � 
 � � and go to ��

It is possible to show that this algorithm terminates after a �nite number
of steps� Unfortunately the A that we get from algorithm 	�� is not necessarily
a characteristic set for ���� Instead it is a characteristic set for an ideal that
contains ���� Considering the di�erential equations


� � �� � � � � 
n � � ����

and

A� � �� � � � � Am � � ��	�

where Ai� i � �� � � � �m are the elements of A we see that the following still
holds�

De�nition ��

A nonsingular solution of ���� is a solution such that no separant or initial of
an Ai is identically zero�

Theorem ���
A solution of ���� is also a solution of ���� and every nonsingular solution of
���� is a solution of �����

If we have singular solutions and we want to �nd all solutions of ���� we can
achieve this by adding the corresponding separant or initial to � and repeating
the algorithm 	��� This algorithm is due to Ritt ��� and is one of the most
important tools of di�erential algebra�

In the examples in the sequel where the Algorithm 	�� is applied have a
Maple implementation been used� This implementation has been made by
Professor Torkel Glad and some details of the implementation are given in ����

� Sliding Mode Controllers for A�ne Systems

In this section we will study how the Ritt algorithm can be used for �nding
sliding control laws form ane SISO systems�

��� The normal form and sliding mode control

Consider the SISO nonlinear system which is described by the following state
equations

�x � f�x� � g�x�u
y � h�x�

��
�

�



where x � R
n
� The system ��
� is said to have relative degree r 
 n if

�i� LgL
k
fh�x� � �� k � �� � � � � r � 	

�ii� LgL
r��
f h�x� 	� �

����

at some point x�� Here Lf and Lg denote the Lie derivatives in the directions
f�x� and g�x� respectively� Using the notation

dh�x� �

�
�h�x�

�x�
�
�h�x�

�x�
� � � � �

�h�x�

�xn

�
����

the following lemma is shown to hold in ����

Lemma ��� The row vectors

dh�x��� dLfh�x
��� � � � � dLr��

f h�x�� ����

are linearly independent�

We can now perform the change of variables locally around x� where

���x� � h�x�
���x� � Lfh�x�

���
�r�x� � Lr��

f h�x�

����

If r � n then it is shown in ��� that functions �i�x�� i � r � �� � � � � n can be
found so that the variable change is invertible� The new state equations then
becomes

�z� � z�
�z� � z	

���
�zr�� � zr

�zr � Lr
fh��

���z�� � LgL
r��
f h�����z��u

�zr�� � qr���z� � pr���z�u
���

�zn � qn�z� � pn�z�u

y � z�

����

This is known as the normal form of the system� If we now study the problem
of zeroing the output it is seen that if the state vector z is divided into � �
�z�� � � � � zr�

T
and  � �zr��� � � � � zn�

T
we must have � � �� The input must

furthermore be

u � �
Lr
fh�x�

LgL
r��
f h�x�

����

in the original variables� Using that � � � the states  are then given by the
di�erential equation

� � q��� �� p��� �
Lr
fh��

����� ��

LgL
r��
f h�����o� ��

�	��

�



which is the zero dynamics of the system ��
��
The zero dynamics manifold on which the zero dynamics exists is de�ned as

Z� �
n
x � R

n
� h�x� � �� Lfh�x� � �� � � � � Lr��

f h�x� � �
o

�	��

If Z� contains an equilibrium point xe of f�x� we can also make the following
de�nition�

De�nition ���
A nonlinear system ��	� is said to be minimum phase at xe if xe is an asymp�
totically stable equilibrium point of the zero dynamics �����

A much more thorough presentation of the concepts of normal forms and zero
dynamics are given in� e�g�� ����

Sliding Modes

Sliding mode control is something which is highly related to zero dynamics�
Considering the system ��
� we assume that the goal of the control is to achieve
y � �� i�e�� we want to constrain the states to the manifold h�x� � �� The
problem is how we can do this for initial states x� for which h�f�x� 	� �� The
basic idea of sliding mode control is then to use a discontinuous control

u �

�
u��x� if h�x� � �

u��x� if h�x� � �
�		�

with u��x� � u��x� and whose purpose is to force the state to and remain on
the sliding manifold S de�ned as

S �
�
x � R

n
j h�x� � �

�
�	
�

A sliding regime is said to exist locally if it holds that

lim
h�x����

Lf�gu�h�x� � � and lim
h�x����

Lf�gu�h�x� � � �	��

�see� e�g�� ������ The interpretation of �	�� is that if h�x� � � will u��x� be such
that h�x� increases and vice versa for u��x�� The condition �	�� can be easily
checked�

Theorem ���
A sliding regime locally exists for a system ��	� around a point x� i� ��	� has
relative degree � at x��

Proof�
We only show necessity� The complete proof is given in� e�g�� ����� Using

�	�� we get

Lf�gu�h�x�� Lf�gu�h�x� � L�u��u��gh�x� � �u��x�� u��x��Lgh�x� � �
�	��

locally around x� which directly implies Lgh�x� � �� Comparing with ���� we
get that the relative degree must be �� �

�



Since the control law �		� is not de�ned if we for some time interval should have
all the states on S� we need some control law to cover this case� The choice we
make is obviously the output zeroing control ���� of the zero dynamics� In the
current framework this is known as the equivalent control

uEQ�x� � �
Lfh�x�

Lgh�x�
�	��

Furthermore� it is seen that the dynamics on S is the same as the zero dynamics�
What about the case when ��
� has a relative degree higher than one The

idea is then to de�ne an auxiliary output so that we get a system with relative
degree �� Such an output can be chosen as

k�x� � Lr��
f h�x� � cr��L

r��
f h�x� � � � �� c�Lfh�x� � c�h�x� �	��

with r being the relative degree and the ci being such that the polynomial

sr�� � cr��s
r�� � � � �� c�s� c� �	��

is be Hurwitz� The necessity of this condition will be given below� It is easy to
see that �	�� gives ��
� relative degree �� Using �	�� we get the sliding manifold

Sk �
�
x � R

n
j k�x� � �

�
�	��

and the corresponding equivalent control for k�x� becomes

uEQ�k � �
Lfk�x�

Lgk�x�
� �

Lrh�x� � cr��L
r��
f h�x� � � � �� c�L

�
fh�x� � c�Lfh�x�

LgL
r��
f h�x�

�
��
Here we can now see that when we reach the ideal sliding motion on Sk we get
that ���� becomes

�z� � z�
�z� � z	

���
�zr�� � zr � �cr��zr�� � � � � � c�z� � c�z�
�zr�� � qr���z� � pr���z�u

���
�zn � qn�z� � pn�z�u
y � z�

�
��

since on Sk we have zr � �cr��zr�� � � � � � c�z� � c�z� which means that zr
no longer quali�es as a state� Now� because �	�� is chosen Hurwitz the states
z� to zr will tend to zero which means that the states will approach the sliding
manifold S which was the original goal� However� one must note here that to
be able to use this approach we must either be able to measure all the states or
we must have some way of calculating r � � derivatives of the output�

As for the u��x� and u��x� in �		� there are several ways of choosing them
so that we get a sliding regime� Two examples are����	

���

u��x� � d

����Lfh�x�

Lgh�x�

����
u��x� � �d

����Lfh�x�

Lgh�x�

����
for some d � �� ���� �
	�

�



����	
���


u��x� � �
Lfh�x� � d

Lgh�x�

u��x� � �
Lfh�x�� d

Lgh�x�

for some d � �� ��� �

�

From the discussion above it is also obvious that minimum phasedness is an
essential property for the existence of a sliding regime�

��� Using the Ritt algorithm

How can now the Ritt algorithm be used in this context To investigate this we
use the main result of ��� namely the following theorem�

Theorem ��� �Theorem ��� in ���
Suppose that a system described by the di�erential polynomials ��	� has a
relative degree r on the zero dynamics manifold� Then if the Ritt algorithm is
applied to ��	� with y � � and the ranking

u��� � �x� � � � � � �xn � x� � � � � � xn �
��

we get the following set of non�di�erential polynomials�
p��x�� � � � � pr�x�� q�� �xi� � x�� � � � qn�r� �xin�r � x�� �p�x� u�

�
�
��

where pi�x�� i � �� � � � � r are generated by the ideal

hh�x�� � � � � Lr��
f h�x�i �
��

The zero dynamics is then given by

pl�x� � �� l � �� � � � � r
qj� �xij � x� � �� j � �� � � � � n� r

�
��

The input needed to keep the output zero is given by �p�x� u� � ��

We can see that the polynomials pi�x�� i � �� � � � � r can alternatively be given
as �

B
p��x�

���
pr�x�

�
CA � Q�x�

�
BBB

h�x�
Lfh�x�

���
Lr��
f h�x�

�
CCCA �
��

where the polynomial matrix Q�x� is nonsingular in the sense that its determi�
nant is not identically zero� We assume here that the singularity points of Q�x�
do not appear in our domain of interest� i�e�� in some neighborhood of x�� We
will now study what implications this theorem has on the synthesis of sliding
mode controllers� First consider the case when r � �� Then it is clear that the
equivalent control is given by the equation �p�x� uEQ� � � and the corresponding
sliding manifold is S � fx � R

n
j p��x� � �g� The last equality is true since

r � � implies that h�x� is ranked strictly lower than every other polynomial and
thus h�x� � p��x�� Hence� in this case the result of the Ritt algorithm can be
used directly to �nd the sliding mode controller�

�



The case r � � is more dicult� The idea must as before be to de�ne an
auxiliary output of the form

k�x� � crpr�x� � cr��pr���x� � � � �� c�p��x� � c�p��x� �
��

where now the choice of the ci is not clear� The �rst question is if we with
this k�x� actually get relative degree �� Calculating the Lie derivative in the
direction g�x� gives

Lgk�x� �

rX
i��

ciLgpi�x� ����

From the construction of the pi�x� we know that Lgpi�x� 	� � for at least one
i � f�� � � � � rg� Thus there exist choices of ci such that Lgk�x� 	� � and one can
construct a sliding mode control such that Sk � fx � R

n
j k�x� � �g is reached

in �nite time� The next question is then which ci in this particular class will
be such that when k�x� � � the trajectories will show a stable motion towards
the manifold where pi�x� � �� i � �� � � � � r� Assuming that we have performed
a variable transformation according to Theorem ��
 in ��� we get that the �rst
r state space equations becomes

��z � Lf

�
B

p��x�
���

pr�x�

�
CA� Lg

�
B

p��x�
���

pr�x�

�
CAuEQ ����

with �zT � �z�� � � � � zr��

uEQ � �

rX
i��

ciLfpi�x�

rX
i��

ciLgpi�x�

��	�

and x � ��z���� It is dicult to see from ���� which choice of ci would give a
stable motion towards z� � � � � � zr � � even if we know that c�z�� � � ��crzr �
�� Hence is it clear that the method with the Lie derivatives must be preferred
when the relative degree is greater than one unless ���� has some nice structure
from which it is easy to deduce a stabilizing choice of ci�

� Sliding Mode Control and Generalized State

Space Descriptions

We now consider a more general de�nition of dynamics which can be found in�
e�g�� �
��

De�nition ���
A dynamic system is a �nitely generated di�erential algebraic extension D�khui
where u � fu�� � � � � umg can be viewed as inputs and the outputs y is chosen as
some �nite set y � fy�� � � � � ypg in D�

Using this de�nition a more general form of state space description than ��
�
can be made�

��



Theorem ���
Let K�khui be a dynamic system according to de�nition 
��� Then there exists
a generalized state x � fx�� � � � � xng for some �nite integer n and polynomials
Aj��� and Bi��� such that

Aj

�
�xj � x� u� �u� � � � � u

��j�
�

� �� j � �� � � � � n ��
�

Bi

�
yi� x� u� �u� � � � � u

��i�
�

� �� i � �� � � � � p ����

For simplicity we will in the following discussion only study systems which only
have one input and where the output is not speci�ed� We now consider a fact
regarding dynamic systems namely the following fact whose proof can be found
in ����

Theorem ���
Let L�K be a �nitely generated di�erentially generated algebraic extension such
that K contains non constant elements� Then there exists an element � � L
such that L � Kh�i� The element � is called a di�erential primitive element�

Using this theorem it is possible to put a SISO system ��
� into a canonical
form which is similar to the normal form ����� We refer to �
� for the proof�

Theorem ���
Suppose that � is a primitive element of the dynamics D�khui� Then x� �

�� � � � � xn � ��n� quali�es a generalized state vector and the corresponding state
space description becomes

�x� � x�
�x� � x	

���
�xn�� � xn

C
�
�xn� x�� � � � � xn� u� �u� � � � � u

���
�

� �

����

This is known as the generalized controller canonical form�

This canonical form ���� has found several control theoretic applications of
which one is that it can be used for �nding sliding mode controllers which will
be described below�

What we want to achieve is to keep the primitive element � zero� As before
we introduce an auxiliary output de�ned as

	 � c�x� � � � �� cn��xn�� � xn ����

with the ci chosen so that

c� � c�s� � � �� cn��s
n�� � sn�� ����

is be Hurwitz� This output will be our ideal sliding dynamics� As in ��
� we
now impose the following discontinuous dynamics for our sliding manifold

�	 � �W sign�	� ����

��



where W � � and

sign�	� �

�
�� 	 � �

��� 	 � �
����

From ��	� we now know that we then achieve a sliding regime in �nite time
T � W��j	���j� Using ���� and ���� we see that this is achieved by choosing
an input that satis�es the di�erential equation

C
�
�xn� x�� � � � � xn� u� �u� � � � � u

���
�
� � ����

with �xn replaced by

�c�x� � c�x	 � � � � � cn��xn �W sign�c�x� � � � �� cn��xn�� � xn� ����

Then when 	 � � has been reached we get from ���� that xn no longer quali�es
as a state variable which gives the remaining dynamics

�x� � x�
�x� � x	

���
�xn�� � xn � �c�x� � � � � � cn��xn��

��	�

Since ���� is Hurwitz we immediately get that we get an asymptotically stable
motion towards x� � � � � � xn � � which was our original goal� From ���� and
���� it is also clear that the equivalent control on 	 � � will tend towards the
di�erential equation

C
�
�� �� � � � � �� uEQ� �uEQ� � � � � u

���
EQ

�
� � ��
�

We can note that in �	� ��
� is de�ned as the zero dynamics associated with
zeroing the primitive element�

How can now the Ritt algorithm be used in this context What is wanted
is to check if given the dynamics ��
� the element � � f�x�� with f��� being
some polynomial� is a di�erentially primitive element� Since the algorithm can
be used for elimination problems one might suspect that it could be used to
check whether a given element � is primitive or not� The theorem below shows
how this can be done�

Theorem ���
Suppose that K�khui is a dynamic system which is described by �
	� and that
the Ritt algorithm is applied to the following set of polynomialsn

A�

�
�x�� x� u� �u� � � � � u

����
�
� � � � � An

�
�xn� x� u� �u� � � � � u

��n�
�
� � � f�x�

o
����

with the ranking

x
���
� � � � � � x���n � u��� � ���� ����

If the result of applying the Ritt algorithm isn
p
�
�� ��� � � � � ��n�� u� �u� � � � � u��p�

�
� q�

�
x�� �� ��� � � � � �

�n���� u� �u� � � � � u����
�
�

� � � � qn

�
xn� �� ��� � � � � �

�n���� u� �u� � � � � u����
� o

����

�	



with
�p���

���n�
	� � ����

then is � a primitive element of the dynamics�

Proof�
Clearly all of the dynamics is described by the di�erential equation p��� � ��

Furthermore� since p��� is of degree n in � and that each of the xi are algebraically
dependent on �� ��� � � � � �n�� over khui we can conclude that �� � � � � �n�� is a
transcendence basis for K�khui and thus that � is a primitive element of the
dynamics� �

We give a simple example of this�

Example ���
Consider the dynamics

�x� � x�x�
�x� � u

����

and suppose that we want to �nd a di�erentially primitive element� Our �rst
guess is � � x�� With the ranking ���� we get as a result from the Ritt algorithm
the di�erential polynomialsn

���u� �!� � ���� �� � �x�� � � x�

o
����

which directly shows that � is a primitive element� However� with � � x� we
get with the same rankingn

u� ��� � �x� � �x�� � � x�

o
����

indicating that � is not a primitive element� Simple calculations verify the con�
clusions above� �

As an application to sliding mode control we now have a method for �nding suit�
able sliding manifolds� Say that you want your sliding manifold to be described
by some polynomial f�x�� Set � � f�x� and apply the Ritt algorithm as above�
Studying the result you can immediately deduce whether � is primitive or not�
If it is the di�erential equation in � and u directly gives the C��� polynomial in
the canonical form ����� Otherwise try the method above with another f�x��

� Conclusions

In this report have we considered the relations between the Ritt algorithm and
the synthesis of sliding mode controllers� For ane systems it was found that
when the relative degree is � the results from the Ritt algorithm with the par�
ticular ranking given in ��� could be used directly for calculating the sliding
mode controller� The case when the relative degree is higher than � showed to
be more dicult� As when using the Lie derivatives directly a new auxiliary
output� k�x�� could be speci�ed so that the new system got relative degree ��
However� no simple criterion could be given so that when k�x� � � was achieved
the trajectories would have an asymptotically stable motion towards our original

�




goal h�x� � �� Possible solutions to this problem could be to de�ne a more com�
plicated k�x� but this will most likely be a more complicated method for �nding
the sliding mode controller than just using the Lie derivatives as described in
section 
���

For generalized state space descriptions it is shown how the Ritt algorithm
can be used for checking whether an element is di�erentially primitive� This is
of course nothing that is speci�c for just sliding mode control but it is used since
a method is given in� e�g�� ��
� which shows how the primitive element can be
zeroed given some dynamics� One interesting fact that is clear from this report
is that by changing the ranking the Ritt algorithm can obviously be used for
solving two quite di�erent problems�
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